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Re-imagining Measurement: The challenge
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Our 
approach

What do we let go of, 

what do we hold on to, 

and what do we need to 

create anew?
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What We’ll Be Talking about Today
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What Do We Mean? 

• What do we want to accomplish?

• Are we doing what we said we would do? 
(Should we be doing something else instead?)

• How are we doing and what can we do better?

• What impact are we having?

Source:  Amended from GEO. 2012. Four Essentials for Evaluation Essentials.  
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Other Nonprofits
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What We’ve Been Doing
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Trends: How will M&E and philanthropy need to adapt to the changing future 
landscape? 

Source:  Legosz

https://www.flickr.com/photos/designed_by_pml/5214525216/in/photolist-8WMNFb-4HT6QX-7Cw6Hz-nX2eoF-6wJuEA-4n15mG-dpLeZw-4JK2SJ-epcKc5-9b1hMT-hG32R-3bDZgW-6beRj8-cySkVq-n98ro-572VTW-dgeTju-k1Jz9n-ozskdQ-4L7g9S-8jRVBR-8XSBNb-6woREX-dgeTbf-8AyMph-comfE7-ojZuQB-nDa1d-38g4Kk-dCmGty-f8zn77-cySnCY-6aohfr-cySgsj-nD9bQ-nD9Kr-nDa64-nD9NR-nD9wz-HEeG1-6918Q-4tyrVv-4PgCgT-51UEYG-fKEXD8-9midWr-ajrnez-eC5tWL-cfQwL7-4HNkvV
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Bright spots: Who is doing 
interesting work within the 
field? 
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Adjacencies: Looking beyond 
philanthropy to find other 
models and parallels
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Flipping unproductive orthodoxies: challenging old assumptions that 
have traditionally been accepted as true or correct in the field
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Expected and Better Futures
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The Three Characteristics of a Better Future

Putting 

decision 

making at 

the center

Empowering 

constituents and 

promoting diversity, 

equity, and inclusion 

(DEI)

Learning at 

scale
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Expected Future

MORE EFFECTIVELY PUTTING DECISION MAKING AT THE CENTER

• Limited capacity 

• High reporting burden

• Lack of sufficient and high-quality data

• Difficulty acting as learning organization

BETTER EMPOWERING CONSTITUENTS AND PROMOTING DEI

• Incremental DEI improvements 

• Limited constituent voice 

• Efforts not widely shared with or used to directly benefit 
or empower constituents

• Struggle with data ethics issues

MORE PRODUCTIVELY LEARNING AT SCALE

• Insufficient sharing of learnings

• Insufficient coordination of learning and evidence creation

• Insufficient development of shared standards and systems  
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Better Future MORE EFFECTIVELY PUTTING DECISION MAKING AT THE CENTER

• Sufficient capacity 

• “Continuous” data and learning

• What’s needed for on-the-ground decision making

• Integration of data and social science

BETTER EMPOWERING CONSTITUENTS AND PROMOTING DEI

• Equity consistent focus

• Constituent feedback as standard practice

• Empower constituents to make key decisions 

• Data rights widely adhered to

MORE PRODUCTIVELY LEARNING AT SCALE

• Data, learning, and knowledge shared openly and widely

• Work together on knowledge gaps, learning agendas, and 
collective evidence

• Greater investment in the supply chain of data

• Integrated data at scale needed to assess social impact

• Evaluation synthesis, replication, and meta-evaluation
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Bright spots

• Putting decision making at the center

• Empowering constituents

• Learning at scale
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Bright spots

Bright Spots: Putting Decision Making at the Center
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Bright spots

Bright Spots: Empowering Constituents and Promoting DEI
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Bright spotsBright Spots: Learning at Scale
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Adjacencies

• Putting decision making at the center

• Empowering constituents

• Learning at scale
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Adjacencies: Putting Decision Making at the Center
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Adjacencies: Empowering constituents and promoting DEI
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Adjacencies: Learning at Scale
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New Ideas and Experiments

What would it look like if…

• after-action evaluation reports became obsolete?

• donors enabled constituents to decide how funding got spent?

• instead of “evidence-based decision-making” we had “decision-
based evidence-making”?

• we had a civic tech-like effort for philanthropy?
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Thank you!

Rhonda Evans, PhD & Tony Siesfeld, PhD


